How Can We Make COP Count?

This Webinar, hosted by the Centre for Applied Buddhism and SGI-UK, took place on 29th September 2021, in preparation for COP26, held in Glasgow between 31st October and 12th November 2021.

Dr. Michele Lamb chairs a panel discussion, centring on the role of faith communities in taking action to address the climate crisis.

Collecting a variety of questions that the webinar team have received since the beginning of the webinar series (in October 2020), Michele invites Olivia Hanks, Shanon Shah and Alexandra Masako Goosens-Ishi to take part in a broad and engaging discussion, addressing some of these questions.

Olivia Hanks is the Economics and Sustainability Programme Manager with Quakers in Britain

Shanon Shah is the Director for Faith for the Climate

Alexandra Masako Goossens-Ishii is the Programme Coordinator for the SGI Office for UN Affairs.

This panel discussion, although focusing on actions which could be taken prior to COP26 in 2021, offers a variety of insights and wisdom which continue to be applicable now and in the future.

We hope you find this webinar in the series leading up to COP26 useful and informative, and we look forward to seeing you again for more Climate Webinars in 2022.